Thre a t In te llig en ce Realized.

Tailored Threat Intelligence

Informing Focused, Proactive Cyber Defense
Benefits

With the ever-growing threat universe, cybersecurity teams trying to protect their

organizations from all attacks are in a losing battle.They are overwheled, exhausted,

• Unique ‘outside-in’ view of
threats and threat actors’
activities.

and ultimately ineffective.

A smarter approach would be for teams to focus on attacks that matter most – those

specifically targeting their organizations. The problem is how to do this efficiently. Until

• Rapid categorization and
alerting on anticipated attacks

now, finding the most relevant threats among all the rest required research that was so

• Early warnings enable effective
and proactive threat and attack
mitigation.
• Intuitive UI, alerting, and
communication tools.

Key Features
• Attack Indication Monitoring
• Exploitable Data Visibility
• Dark Web Reconnaissance
• Brand Security Awareness
• Data Leakage Identification
• Phishing Attack Indicators

IntSights has changed this dynamic. Only IntSights provides cybersecurity teams with
an effective, automated way to identify threat data and attack indicators specific to
their organizations.

• Maximizes the use and value
of threat intelligence across the
organization.

time-consuming it defeated the purpose.

Insights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation Platform automatically distills
massive amounts of threat data down to just the most relevant and potentially

damaging threats before attacks are launched. This gives cybersecurity teams the
time and focus they need for effective mitigation.
1. Monitor alert types
such as attack
indicators, exploitable
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data, phishing, brand
security, VIPs, and
data leakage from
the surface and dark
web in realtime via an
interactive dashboard.
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2. Triage alerts and
response based on
context and severity
to your applications,
people and operations.
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across teams and committees.

identify and validate threats to
your organization.

Tailored threat intelligence leverages automation to unlock new levels of effectiveness in the fight against cyberattacks.
Smart hackers plan their offensives before launching an attack. They scout targets and collaborate with like-minded individuals,
seeking tools and information that can help them achieve their goals. For experienced cyber intelligence operatives, these
activities send clear signals of an impending attack.

IntSights monitors tens of thousands of sources across the surface, deep and dark web to deliver tailored threat intelligence
specific to an organization’s brand, operations, networks and applications, employees, and other stakeholders.
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1.

Alerts are sorted by severity in an
easy to read, actionable list.

2.

Automated remediation tabs
streamline the response and
mitigation process to eliminate
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confirmed threats.
3.

Alert details are tagged, organized
and displayed for quick assessment,
including recommended remediation.

“

The IntSights solution automatically monitors many sources in the surface, deep and dark web
– many more than other products we looked at. Its extensive language coverage is very helpful.
And the automated remediation it enables through integration with other devices in our security
infrastructure is very effective, and a real time-saver.
Head of Cyber Intelligence | Leading Manufacturing Company

Contact Us
To learn more about how tailored threat intelligence and the rest of IntSights’ Enterprise Threat Intelligence & Mitigation

Platform can give you the focused, early warnings required to protect your organization and it’s brand, resources and people from
cyber-attacks, call us today at +1 (800) 532-4671, email us at info@insights.com, or visit us on the web at www.intsights.com.

Request a Demo

Contact us today to schedule a personalized, 30-minute demonstration of the IntSights Platform.

About IntSights

CLICK HERE

IntSights is redefining cybersecurity with the industry’s first and only enterprise threat intelligence and mitigation platform that transforms tailored threat intelligence into automated
security operations. Our groundbreaking data-mining algorithms and unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities continuously monitor an enterprise’s external digital profile across the
surface, deep and dark web, categorize and analyze tens of thousands of threats, and automate the risk remediation lifecycle — streamlining workflows, maximizing resources and
securing business operations. This has made IntSights’ one of the fastest growing cybersecurity companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Boston, Tel Aviv, Amsterdam, New
York and Dallas and is backed by Glilot Capital Partners, Blumberg Capital, Blackstone and Wipro Ventures. © 2018. IntSights, Inc. All rights reserved.

